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2nd Monday of the month

January 8

January 8

Our souls at night

Our souls at night

by Kent Haruf

by Kent Haruf

A senior-aged widow and widower forge a
loving bond over shared loneliness and
respective histories, provoking local gossip and
the disapproval of their grown children in
ways that are further complicated by an
extended visit by a sad young grandchild.
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February 12

February 12

The mountain between us

The mountain between us

by Charles Martin

by Charles Martin

Stranded in a frigid mountain wilderness after
an airplane crash, a gifted surgeon and a
young magazine writer are forced to rely on
each other for survival while confronting
painful truths about their personal lives

Stranded in a frigid mountain wilderness after
an airplane crash, a gifted surgeon and a
young magazine writer are forced to rely on
each other for survival while confronting
painful truths about their personal lives

March 12

March 12

Heartburn

Heartburn

by Nora Ephron

by Nora Ephron

Out of analysis and seven months pregnant,
cookbook writer Rachel Samstat discovers that
her husband is into analysis and an affair and
suffers six weeks of intense heartburn.

Out of analysis and seven months pregnant,
cookbook writer Rachel Samstat discovers that
her husband is into analysis and an affair and
suffers six weeks of intense heartburn.

April 9

April 9

Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine

Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine

by Gail Honeyman

by Gail Honeyman

A socially awkward, routine-oriented loner
teams up with a bumbling IT guy from her
office to assist an elderly accident victim,
forging a friendship that saves all three from
lives of isolation and secret unhappiness

A socially awkward, routine-oriented loner
teams up with a bumbling IT guy from her
office to assist an elderly accident victim,
forging a friendship that saves all three from
lives of isolation and secret unhappiness

May 14

May 14

A gentleman in Moscow

A gentleman in Moscow

by Amor Towles

by Amor Towles

Deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a
Bolshevik tribunal in 1922, Count Rostov is
sentenced to house arrest in a hotel across the
street from the Kremlin, where he watches life
while decades of Russian history unfold.

Deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a
Bolshevik tribunal in 1922, Count Rostov is
sentenced to house arrest in a hotel across the
street from the Kremlin, where he watches life
while decades of Russian history unfold.
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June 11

June 11

At the edge of the orchard

At the edge of the orchard

by Tracy Chevalier

by Tracy Chevalier

Settling in the swamps of early-19th-century
Ohio, the Goodenough family establishes an
apple orchard that begins a long family
battle. Years later, their youngest son wanders
through Gold Rush California, his family's past
makes an unexpected appearance

Settling in the swamps of early-19th-century
Ohio, the Goodenough family establishes an
apple orchard that begins a long family
battle. Years later, their youngest son wanders
through Gold Rush California, his family's past
makes an unexpected appearance

July 9

July 9

Breakfast at Tiffany's and three
stories : And Three Stories

Breakfast at Tiffany's and three
stories : And Three Stories

by Truman Capote

by Truman Capote

The tale of a fun-loving amoral playgirl in
New York City

The tale of a fun-loving amoral playgirl in
New York City

August 13

August 13

A long way home

A long way home

by Saroo Brierley

by Saroo Brierley

The miraculous and triumphant story of a
young man who rediscovers not only his
childhood life and home...but an identity longsince left behind

The miraculous and triumphant story of a
young man who rediscovers not only his
childhood life and home...but an identity longsince left behind

September 10

September 10

A piece of the world

A piece of the world

by Christina Baker Kline

by Christina Baker Kline

Tells the story of Christina Olson, who served
as the host and inspiration for artist Andrew
Wyeth, despite an incapacitating illness.

Tells the story of Christina Olson, who served
as the host and inspiration for artist Andrew
Wyeth, despite an incapacitating illness.

October 8

October 8

Mrs. Poe

Mrs. Poe

by Lynn Cullen

by Lynn Cullen

Struggling to support her family in mid-19thcentury New York, writer Frances Osgood
makes a connection with literary master Edgar
Allan Poe and finds her survival complicated
by her intense attraction to the writer and the
scheming manipulations of his wife

Struggling to support her family in mid-19thcentury New York, writer Frances Osgood
makes a connection with literary master Edgar
Allan Poe and finds her survival complicated
by her intense attraction to the writer and the
scheming manipulations of his wife

You are invited to book club!
The IPL book club meets January to October on the
2nd Monday of the month at 2pm. Books are voted
on by book club members. All are welcome to attend.
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